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1. A good way to … valuable experience is to go abroad.
A) reach
B) achieve
C) make

D) gain

2. In a country where women hold almost as many … jobs as men do, women still do most of the housework.
A) managerial
B) managers
C) management
D) manage
3. He said he loved her much … her … .
A) to / satisfaction
B) to / delight

C) for / happiness

D) under / way

4. … likes soap operas.
A) None of my friends

C) Lots of my friends

D) One of my friends

B) All of my friends

5. I must go to the hairdresser’s … .
A) to cut my hair.
B) to have my hair cut.

C) in order to cut my hair.

6. We have so much … - we like the same clothes and celebrities.
A) on common
B) alike
C) two peas in a pod

D) having my hair cut.

D) similar

7. The corporation … that Temple Bar would one day come back to the city.
A) has never doubted
B) had never doubted
C) wasn’t doubting
D) hasn’t been doubting
8. … near we approach someone can suggest how we feel about this particular person.
A) However
B) How
C) What
D) Who
9. Which sentence is correct?
A) This code can be divided into two categories.
B) Abandoned by her father, Ingrid craves attention.
C) Daniel, a single twentysomething, quits his empty London life and heads for New Zealand.
D) King William I of Britain had the Tower of London rebuilt in stone.
10. We should listen to … people like … President Mbeki of … South Africa who says it’s poverty that really kills
his people.
A) --- / a / the
B) The / --- / the
C) --- / --- / --D) the / the / --11. The … of the ozone layer varies.
A) thick
B) thicken

C) thickness

12. There is nobody here … would ever get rid of their cat.
A) whose
B) what
C) whom

D) thought
D) who’s

13. …, the graphics are poor.
A) Much obliged
C) On the other hand

B) To make matters worse
D) Moreover

14. Which word has the same stress pattern as the word PEPPER ( O o ) ?
A) winter
B) cuckoo
C) boutique

D) idea

15. The comic book … great, but the game certainly isn’t.
A) may have been great
B) may be great
C) was

D) wasn’t

16. Which sound is the same as the underlined sound in the word world?
B) pet
C) look
A) word

D) heard

17. Which word is not connected to health problems?
A) brass
B) cramps
C) cancer

D) disease

18. Which of these could be used in a telephone conversation?
A) to speak up
B) to hold on
C) to break up

D) to put through

19. Which of these collocations is correct?
A) to take over a company
C) to take in new information

B) to take up dancing
D) to take down a phone number

20.
Dear Mary,
We’re on holiday in Poland. The weather is okay and the people are great. We really love the beetroot soup.
How is your holiday?
….
Rick
A) Hope to hear from you soon
B) Best wishes
C) All the best
D) Yours sincerely
21. When I saw the ghost I was really … !
A) alarmed
B) shaken

C) spooked

D) petrified

22. As though that … bad enough, I got fired.
A) weren’t
B) isn’t

C) aren’t

D) hasn’t been

23. - What’s happened?
- I got … by a wasp. It hurts!
A) sting
B) spoilt

C) spilt

D) stridden

24. …, I got robbed by this horrible shop assistant!
A) A piece of cake
B) Spilling the beans
C) Cutting the long story short
D) In a nutshell
25. Tom doesn’t mind getting up early. = …
A) Tom used to get up early.
C) Tom is used to getting up early.

B) Tom gets up early every day.
D) Tom hates getting up early.

26. … my sister, … my brother got a pay rise.
A) Either / or
B) Neither / nor

C) Nor / not even

D) Both / and

27. If one person can be said … the wordl into the age of technology it was Thomas Edison.
A) to lead
B) to have lead
C) to had lead
D) to be leading
28. - Let’s go to the party.
- I’m afraid I can’t. I must … .
A) hit the nail on the head B) go bananas

C) call it a day

D) hit the books

